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Delivered over AAPT’s powerful IP network, AAPT IP-Line provides your
business with a dedicated connection to the Internet that supports ‘mission
critical’ and bandwidth hungry applications.
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DEDICATED
CONNECTION

At AAPT we understand that a powerful
Internet service is crucial for any business
looking to attain maximum efficiency. As
such, AAPT’s IP-Line has been designed
to deliver optimal performance through a
dedicated and reliable connection.
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FLEXIBLE AND
COMPETITIVE

With so many Internet providers and plans
in the market it can be difficult to choose
the right solution. Recognising this, we’ve
designed AAPT IP-Line from the ground up
so that it meets your business needs.

Superior performance and availability
Only the very best Internet services
incorporate high performance with
consistent service availability.

Flexible IP Data Plans
• Usage based – enables you to pay only
for the data you have used within a
particular month. Additionally, the price
per gigabyte will decrease when your
usage goes to a higher usage tier.

AAPT IP-Line connects directly to AAPT’s
advanced IP/MPLS network to deliver a
powerful yet cost effective service that is
backed by 99.95% service availability.

• Prepaid – allows you to select a plan you
are happy to commit to for each month.

High-speed to your needs
AAPT IP-Line offers high speed, fibre optic
grade bandwidth that can be personalised
to suit the needs of your business.
You can choose from a range of connection
speeds from 2Mbps to 10Gbps and vary
your selected speed as your requirements
change.
Tier 1 peering relationships
We recognise that the quality of your
Internet service is highly dependent on
reliability, consistency and performance.
That’s why AAPT has a number of
direct peering relationships with other
Australian Internet Tier 1 service providers
to ensure your AAPT IP-Line service is as
comprehensive as possible.

• Flat rate – provides you with unmetered
access to the Internet on a chosen speed.
Charge for Download Usage Only
Many businesses enjoy the flexibility of
monitoring their download usage on a
month per month basis.
When you choose an AAPT IP-Line UsageBased or Prepaid plan, you only pay for
data downloaded from the Internet. This
also gives you more value for your money
because data uploads are free of charge*.
Aggregated Prepaid Plans
AAPT IP-Line provides the ability to
aggregate IP usage for customers with
Internet requirements at multiple sites.
This enables you to minimise the cost of
Internet data across selected sites - or
across your organisation as a whole - while
still being able to monitor specific site
usage.
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MAXIMUM
PERFORMANCE

As well as being a next generation product,
AAPT IP-Line enables you to select from
enhanced capabilities such as:
• Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) for multihoming application.
• Redundant connections for better service
resiliency.
• Multiple IP addresses for hosting servers.
Future-proof your business
AAPT IP-Line is an evolving product,
meaning you will eventually be able to
leverage next generation Ethernet services
that will add-value and future-proof your
business.
Quality support with insightful tools
When you call AAPT you will receive
personal support from highly experienced
help desk staff 24*7. Furthermore, AAPT’s
powerful online reporting and analysis
tools provide you with insights into your
past and current IP data utilisation.
For prepaid Internet data plans, AAPT
also provides email notifications when
your usage reaches at least 80%, 90% and
100% of the prepaid data allowance. This
enables you to avoid any bill shocks.
Contact AAPT on 1300 016 636 to find
out how IP-Line can help your business.
Alternatively for further information
visit www.aapt.com.au/business.
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*A fair use policy applies to all Internet plans.

